
This week has been up and down and up and down and up and down down down SEND WINE STAT! I’ve 

learned some things about myself (I have really bad timing when it comes to announcing extended 

vacation plans to my boss! In front of everyone!) and about our vacation funds (although we met our 

goal, we’re still roughly $1000 short of where we should be!) that are just not…fun. It’s amazing how no 

matter what, we are never ahead when it comes to money. I don’t want to talk about it right now. I’ve 

talked about it enough in the non-internet world and will be talking about it more later in the non-

internet world. So let’s talk about last night. 

 

But first, let’s go back to the morning because there are things that occurred, innocent things, which will 

have a major effect on the evening. Matt and I drove separately to work so he could go to the gym right 

from the office and we’d then have the whole evening to plan vacationy type stuff. I can’t remember 

why but he had taken Jaden’s car seat out of his car and it’s a pain to put back in so I told him I would 

take the booster out of my car and leave it out for him because there are no straps except for the seat 

belt. As long as he left it behind when he dropped the kids off at his mom’s in the morning, I’d be fine. 

Then I saw that it had rained quite a bit and his little seedling cups (which are made out of this seed 

booster stuff so you can stick the cup right in the ground when they’ve grown strong enough and the 

cup just dissolves into the ground. Neat, right?) were sitting on the deck. “Hey, sweetie, did you want to 

maybe bring the seeds in? I don’t want them to drown out there.” Matt responded, “Well, I want to 

make sure they get enough sun.” I’m not sure who suggested putting them on the floor by the patio 

door, but that’s where Matt put them. The cats had no interest in them as they were not plants yet and 

too small for them to, y’know, um…sand box them. (ew.) 

 

Skip through work days where both Matt and I were stressed about this whole vacation planning/paying 

thing (OH! Big news, we bought our tickets! And as it’s been awhile since I’ve written I should mention 

we’re not going to New Zealand anymore but are going to Amsterdam, Brussels, and a few cities in 

Germany instead. WHOO!) and we get to me driving home and day dreaming about winning lotteries 

and starting businesses from home. I remembered I needed to stop at the grocery store to get dinner 

stuffs and wine (WHINE!) but got stuck in traffic so decide to skip the wine part (WHINE!) and go to a 

different grocery store closer to home. Then I call to make sure the booster seat is indeed at the MILs.  

 

It’s not.  

Of COURSE it’s not.  

 

Get groceries, run home and grab the car seat that’s a pain in the ass to put in the car, get the kids, get 

home around 6 which is roughly 30 minutes later than usual. I do the unthinkable and put in Toy Story 

for the kids so I can make dinner. I put the water on to boil for the pasta and then happily smoosh garlic 

and sautéing it up with some mushrooms and generally space out and think about money. Some part of 

my brain registered that it was REALLY quiet in the house, save for the movie playing in the living room 

and that part of the brain said, ‘Maybe you should check on the kids.’ 

 

It was right. 

I should have. 



Jonas toddled into the kitchen covered in wet soil. It took me a couple seconds to register what 

happened as we don’t have house plants for this very reason. My eyes followed the trail of soil over to 

the patio doors where I found the baking sheet that once held roughly 20 little seed cups but now held a 

mountain of torn seed cups and dirt. I didn’t take a picture because I was too busy bursting into tears 

and frantically calling matt to tell him to get his mom’s carpet cleaner. It looked roughly like this: 

 
Only without the little plant and with more torn pieces of bio-degradable plant cups. ALL OVER THE 

CARPET AND THE BOY. I have never seen anything more thoroughly destroyed and even the things I 

have seen destroyed were never done as quietly as these precious little seedlings were destroyed. 

My favorite dinosaur socks have been thrown out as they were now completely black on the bottoms. 

(they were too small for him anyway, but still.)There were little black foot prints leading away from the 

carnage and into the kitchen. There was black dirt on his face, his clothes and on his binky. He looked up 

at me with giant eyes and made a little inquisitive sound in the back of his throat: “Guh?” and pointed at 

his work. 

 

I took a deep breath and…didn’t kill my son. So brownies points for me! I turned off both burners on the 

stove and was thankful I hadn’t added the pasta to the water yet and only had the mushrooms and 

garlic in with the butter (I was about to add some milk and cheese.). What followed was regular boring 

clean up stuff except when Jonas kept glaring at me for pouring water over his head. He’d cough and 

wipe his eyes and then give me this look and if he could’ve he would’ve said, “Dude! Quit it!” I laughed, 

which helped. 

 

Matt cleaned up the real mess and we both handled it pretty well, I thought. Neither of us stomped and 

yelled and bemoaned the loss. Although, Matt was very sad when he saw some of the seeds had, in fact, 

germinated and would’ve made it. We both tried blaming ourselves (“If only I’d checked on him! I’d 

forgotten all about the plants!” “I was going to stop home and move the plants but thought you’d see 



them so I didn’t!”) and ended up blaming the rain as that’s what caused me to think we should bring 

them inside in the first place. Way to go,  mother nature. (Thank you for not bringing snow, that’s pretty 

cool of you.) 

 

Up side:  Matt got the vast majority of the dirt out of the carpet and the kids both loved the menu 

change to  scrambled eggs and hash browns. 

Down side: Matt and I looked at the numbers and we need to come up with a lot more money for  the 

trip that we’ve already purchased airline tickets for. 

 

Let’s not think about that. Let’s look at these pics of the kids instead: 

Jonas Playing outside and then inside last week 

  

  



The finished bathroom and master bedroom: 

  
Jaden Trying on her dance costumes for the first time last month: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



After the JDRF walk in February: 

  

 
And, well, Matt: 

 

 


